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Shoulder Season
And away we go!!! Many people are itching to hit the trails
and a few off-schedule trips
have already taken place.
Shoulder season, that time of
year between low and high
season is upon us and has it’s
pros and cons.
Some of the pros include ...
lighter traffic on the trails and
the highway, the bears are still
asleep ...well...mostly, we
hope, no bugs yet and the
snow is getting more and
more scarce, but there’s still
enough to give our mountains
that snow capped majesty.
Some of the cons are …. not
all of the snow has gone and
in some spots, poses a threat
of avalanche. Melting snow

and overnight refreezing can
make for some very slippery
areas on the trail and rock
ledges, late season storms are
very much a possibility and
the bears are starting to wake
up.
If you’re heading out, take the
time to check the weather
forecast and see if there are
any up to date trip logs/
reports available online for
the area you intend to visit,
that might give you an indication of current conditions.
Ensure that you cover all of
the bases in terms of what you
bring along with you, for the
varied and quick changing
weather conditions you can
expect to encounter when

hiking in the mountains.
Have enough water, food and
a few extra snacks to get you
through.
A long winter of reduced
physical activity, for some of
us, may require building back
the strength and endurance
required for mountain hiking.
Start off first, with an easy trip
to better gauge your fitness
level before wanting to tackle
the big ones.
Each season presents it’s own
set of challenges and rewards.
So long as we’re mindful of
those challenges when heading out on the trail, we should
do well in being able to enjoy
the rewards. Happy hiking
everyone!

Club Meeting
A reminder that our next club
meeting is April 14th 7:30pm
at the Kerrywood Nature
Centre. This is an important
meeting, as it will be your first
opportunity to view and signup for trips on the new schedule. Also, we will be seeking
volunteers/nominees to fill

two of our vacant executive
positions, Programs Chair and
Newsletter/Web Editor. Both
are great opportunities to take
an active role in the club. If
you know a member that you
think would do well in either
of these positions, this is a
chance for you to nominate

them and then duck for
cover ;) See you all at the
meeting!!!
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Trip Report-The Lads with Heart
Dan, Doug, Gord and Mike.
March 27th.

burn, thanks in part to the blistering pace set by the youngsters.

Well this trip was originally intended to be set for Vision
Quest, but reports of icy and
potentially dangerous conditions
were cause for a re-thinking and
alternate trip.

With me ready to puke up a lung,
Doug was gracious enough to
hang back with me and let the
lads run.

Setting out for Heart, a coin toss
at the hwy turnoff helped us stay
the course when Loder Peak was
another suggested option. (make
up your mind Doug!)
Starting out on Heart’s, in your
face, no messing around steep
approach and scramble with a
wicked wind a blowin’ it wasn’t
long before this old guy’s heart,
lungs and quads were feeling the

Before long though, we could
see the adventurers taking an
“alternate path” that didn’t seem
quite right, but they must know
where they’re going??
Gaining the false summit, Doug
and I were at a loss to figure out
where the other half of our team
was. Assuming they had continued to the summit, we pushed
on. Once there, it was clear by
the absence of tracks in the
snow, they hadn’t come this way.

After a fair bit of squinting, looking back, we spotted them! Way
the heck down on the left shoulder of the false summit, off target
by about 150M or so of elevation.
All the shouting and arm waving
in the world wasn’t going to be
enough to let the lads know
where we were and they weren’t,
so a bit of backtracking on our
part was required to bring the
team together again.
After breaking for lunch on the
summit we finished off the full
ridge walk to round out the day.
A terrific full day hike!

Photos and story submitted by Dan Czarny.

Looking back for lost souls
from the summit of Heart.

On the Summit.
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Trip Report - Girls Weekend in Canmore
Peggy, Carmelle, Sylvia, Kari
Anne, Karen and Claudette.

weekend and a great chance to
catch up and visit.

We did find snow, but we had
to drive 45 mins up the Spray
Lakes road to find it.

We went out to the French
Quarter – a Cajun restaurant
for supper and lucked out as a
Jazz quartet was playing .

We skied the biathalon training
trails. It was quite icy. Conditions improved as the temperatures warmed up the snow. By
the end of the day 4 pm the
snow conditions were lovely
and you could nicely glide back
to the parking lot.

What a treat to eat and listen to
wonderful live music!!!

The 6 of us gals had a fun
Photos and story submitted by Carmelle.

Some of the gals who went
to Mt Shark on the Weekend
of March 6th.

Newsletter Submissions
Thanks to everyone that contributed to this month’s newsletter, great job guys!
If you have any ideas about
what you’d like to see in the
newsletter, or have a story,
pictures, technical tip, recipe
that you’d like to share, please
feel free to do so.

Submissions for each month’s
newsletter will be due on the
25th. Late entries will be considered but there is no guarantee that it will make it into that
newsletter.

All submissions, suggestions
and general enquiries about the
newsletter or the club, should
be sent to the following email
address.
admin@camchiking.ca

A reminder will be sent out.
HAPPY TRAILS!
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Hard Trails - Jack Burns
“He is a blood locomotive!”

When we finally make it up, they are sitDon’t you just hate hiking with someone ting there blissfully, feet tangling over
like that? Their effortless flowing up the some precipice, unconcerned at our timidity and exhaustion. Then with one hand
steepest hills. The never ending and
they flip their packs unto their backs, reconsistent pace they seem able to keep
despite the heaviest of packs. The cheer- mind you that, “We have to keep going if
ful smile when the weather has closed in, we are going to make it” and off they go.
You stare balefully at their retreating back
everyone is soaked to the skin and it
and struggle on trying to keep up.
looks like snow in July. The merry
“Good Morning” when just a touch of
So what to do when you find yourself in
purple dusts the eastern sky and that
one of these situations? Here are ten sugoverlooked rock has been digging into
gestions that might help:
your back all night long. To be clear,
there is no envy as I write this…well not
much anyway.
1. Consider carrying in a few sleeping
pills and then volunteer to make their
coffee.
These people have a tendency to rank
2. Store your month’s supply of beer in
hikes as “Easy” or “A mild walk in the
woods” or “nature trail”. We mere mor- their pack.
tals, on the other hand, find ourselves
3. Suggest hiking in Regina.
constantly checking our maps to ascertain if we have lost the trail or some4. Note that the previous party on the
thing. Sweat plasters our hair to our
trail was attacked by a grizzly.
scalps, thigh muscles scream in protest at
5. Ask your leader if that is a grizzly in
another step upwards and we cling desthe copse of trees ahead. This is a variant
perately to anything in sight that will
on 4 above. However if you do this too
mitigate the sense of falling into the
often, your leader just may begin to ignore
abyss that inexorably unfolds beneath
you. Which isn’t good news if there really
our feet.
is a grizzly ahead.

6. Steal the laces from their hiking
boots.

7. Ask to “Rope up”.
8. Wear a mini skirt and carry make
up. This won’t work if you are male…
normally.
Leave some poison ivy in their sleeping
bag.
And finally and most effectively,
Offer them chocolate…Exlax of course.
Hope this helps all of us hiking challenged people.

Tents Moments - Sylvia Baran
What kind of a tent will you need?
Here are some things to consider.
Floor
Most floor designs in a back pack (BP) tent are bathub floors that curve up into the sides of the tent and are seamed about 4-6”
off the ground. If there is a joining seam in the floor, check it out carefully to ensure it is well constructed and seam sealed.
Ground Sheet
The footprint or the size of your ground sheet should be exactly the same as your tent, otherwise it will wick water underneath
your tent. Those sold with the tent are cut to the floor size and usually fasten to your poles. I use my ultra light myler first aid
blanket for my ground sheet - double duty and less to carry.
Tent Body Design
Interior height, does it let you sit up without having to crouch? Height is an important feature for days when it’s too scary outside!! Don't forget you sit taller on your sleeping pad. Are there little pockets inside to help you find your headlamp, glasses or
bear spray in a hurry? Color is worth noting especially if there is no window in the tent wall. A lighter color fabric will feel
brighter and more airy inside. A large proportion of mesh in the tent walls will move moisture out and prevent condensation and
dripping inside the tent. The door opening will likely sit off the ground a bit to help keep moisture out. A waterproof stuff sack
for your tent is a nice feature.
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Tents Moments continued - Sylvia Baran
Zippers and Openings
I like a zipper that opens the door in a D-shape and lets me into the tent without knocking the tent over. I still like metal zippers
too; they seem to handle grit better without separating and sticking. Again look at construction to ensure the tent body doesn’t stick
in the zip when opening and closing. Some zippers claim to be noiseless so you can sneak out to howl at the moon without your
tent mate noticing. You be the judge.
Poles and Pegs
Poles are light-weight metal alloys and shock corded. A small pole collar should be included. It helps you join two broken sections
of pole in an emergency. Some poles have color coded sections to help you identify where they go. The latest craze is a hub system
thay keeps poles together to speed set-up. Make sure the hub is sturdy looking enough to do its job. Poles may attach to the tent
body via a pole sleeve or a half-ring shaped attachment that snaps onto the pole. Look for quick, fuss-free set-up. If it’s tricky for
you on the store floor, it only get worse in wind and rain. Pegs should be sturdy and constructed of light-weight durable metal.
There should be enough pegs with the tent for all the tent anchor points and guy anchor attachments.
Fly
The fly should be full coverage for weatherproofing. Silicone treated fabrics are very tough and light. Don't just think keeping moisture out though, think letting moisture out too with venting features. With a relatively small interior volume your fly and tent body
need to work together to prevent interior condensation. Check how the fly opens to let you into the tent. I like a door on each side
- no crawling over each other and easier to get into by sitting down and swinging in, rather than having to crawl in from the end.
Flys with vestibules – are great for gear storage, not cooking! With a vestibule, the fly will be bigger, but lightweight fabrics, means
grams, not pounds heavier. Check that the fly design helps direct moisture away from important points like the tent entrance if
possible.
This is a big investment, so don’t be afraid to ask the store if you can test drive your new tent. Make sure you understand all the
features and set-up instructions. And get into it and close the zip for a real sense of your home on the trail. Tent weights are very
competitive between manufacturers, and within grams of each other, so my advice is don't let the weight factor keep you from buying a tent with a feature that you really want. And make sure you read the tent weights correctly. A lot of manufacturers give the
lightest possible weight for a much stripped down tent carry. Find out if the manufacturer offers repairs and replacement parts.
After you make the investment treat your tent well. Always dry your tent out at the end of a trip and hang to store, away from food
smells. If your tent is dirty, it may make the waterproofing less effective. Follow manufacturers cleaning instructions and use recommended cleaning and waterproofing products and your tent will last through many trouble-free adventures.
Happy tenting!

